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Confessions of a Sociopath is both memoir of a high-functioning, law-abiding (very well,
mostly)   E.curious— Thomas says of her fellow sociopaths, “We are your neighbors, your
coworkers, and quite possibly the people closest to you: lovers, family, close
friends.Confessions of a Sociopath— Our frequently quick wit and outside-the-package thinking
make us appear intelligent—component confessional memoir, component primer for the very
own experiences as a diagnosed sociopath; hiding in plain sight. M.of the American human
population.”sociopath and a roadmap -- right from the source -- for coping with the sociopath
in your daily life.  Our risk-seeking behavior and general fearlessness are thrilling, our glibness
and appeal alluring.also brilliant.E.takes visitors on a journey in to the brain of a sociopath,
revealing what makes them tick while debunking myths about sociopathy and supplying a
road map for coping with the sociopaths in your daily life. We are highly effective, non-
criminal sociopaths and we comprise 4 percent While M. Thomas draws from her  We climb
the organization ladder faster compared to the rest, and appear to have limitless self-
confidence. her popular blog page, Sociopathworld; and scientific literature to unveil for the
first time these men and women who are “ Who are we?”
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This author prides herself on her supposed ability to manipulate others, but most effectively
manipulates herself. This is a very interesting read, though it requires the reader to look out of
the author's own self-manipulation. Thomas, a self-confessed sociopath, albeit a law-abiding
one, nicely information the sociopath's risk-acquiring, fearless, calculating and transaction-
oriented life-style.' Her lies are irritating enough to make me weep - but her lies also scare me.
Thomas has swallowed their lie therefore deeply she seems ashamed she pressured her
narcissistic mom to leave her functionality on stage to rather take her girl to the hospital for a
ruptured appendix. This writer swears to the tune of so much repitition it seems she is trying to
convince herself more than others of the following a couple of things: 1) that her parents were
amazing, did an excellent job, and loved their kids really, and 2) that she herself was created
defective, a sociopath, not normal. This is the stereotypical, worldwide and intensely common
child misuse victim’s narrative: idolize the abusers, blame yourself. The child abuse victim will
blame herself and happily develop a story that she was herself to blame for the mistreatment,
claiming to herself also to others that she was “born poor” or “born wrong” – all to safeguard her
image of her parents as amazing and loving. Perhaps that is why sociopaths are thought to
flourish in the echelons of best business executives. Therefore many details of this
extraordinary narrative didn't ring true for me, that I finally noticed. and because she won't
admit it, she won't blame them. So that it makes sense that this woman provides labeled
herself a sociopath – and sought out a professional with the explicit goal to end up being
diagnosed as a sociopath after having spent years learning up on the disorder herself initial –
to provide herself with a stronger self-story that could reinforce the child misuse victim’s
narrative of “I was created defective, like this, and my parents are loving and wonderful to
have so carefully raised little defective me. Disgusting!Critical reviewers here have rightfully
doubted that this adult victim of child mistreatment is actually a sociopath, hypothesizing
instead that she actually is narcissistic. This is also what I perceived as well. Narcissistic
Character Disordered (NPD) people are hungry for interest, low in empathy, manipulative and
malicious, and revel in feelings of immense superiority to others. Naturally, with so many
people being diagnosed with NPD (a problem known to often derive from child
misuse/neglect as a coping mechanism) a medical diagnosis or a self-concept of NPD no
more offers one the particular attention or feelings of superiority any more. She actually is
oblivious to how common and regular her self-tale is usually;' When the author's father defeat
her senseless and nearly starved her to death, the author insists this was a very important
thing because it taught her the survival skills to choose high performing shares when she
became a grown-up. Even brain scans have shown that child misuse produces many of the
same neurological results one sees in a psychopath’s brain, whether or not those abused do
present psychopathic traits/acquire a diagnosis of the disorder. Because of this, brain scans
usually do not at all answer the question of the poultry or the egg. Whomever wrote it thinks
they are amazing. Because to understand this would defeat the purpose of her self-story in
the first place.Some individuals judged this book as boring. I believe they took the words of a
traumatized and admittedly mentally disordered person in apparent denial (“my father beat
me" and "I was never abused") at face value, and didn't exercise some of their very own
analytical or vital thinking skills along the way of reading. Occasionally, what sort of author
writes is more interesting than what she's actually writing. Not to sound sexist, but I can’t
imagine any female, a good supposedly sane sociopath.Most of the critical reviewers on this
page intuitively found that this girl was deceiving herself, but I think they misguessed at the
motives and reasons for her own mental gymnastics and cognitive dissonance. She won't take



that necessary first step, the scariest step of all however the most essential - she won't inform
the reality about her cruel parents.Fascinating go through. Appallingly, the sociopathic
personality appears breathtakingly near to the economist's model of the rational decision-
maker, meticulously calibrating risk-come back tradeoffs for all of life's decisions. She idolizes
her abusive and dysfunctional parents and just how they “raised” her. Conveniently, she's self-
diagnosed and decieved a specialist into diagnosing her with an untreatable problem; now
she is away the hook for being accountable to cope with her symptoms, simply as any
Narcissistic Personality Disordered person would most prefer in her life. It really is her future
kid victims for whom I've sympathy. There is the right information and insight in this
pseudonymous memoir There is the right information and insight in this pseudonymous
memoir. Thomas blames herself.E.This author epitomizes the child abuse victim’s narrative.
The only cause I offered it four stars instead of five, is basically because this girl intends to
procreate child victims for herself. All children in abusive homes do this, and many carry the
tale throughout their adulthoods too.Thomas also draws a riveting portrait of her upbringing
by horribly indifferent parents, who present themselves as good Mormons to the globe, while
badly neglecting their children in personal. After enduring years of emotional, economic and
recurring physical abandonment, Thomas seems to have designed her personality to handle
an unstable globe. That curiosity led me to this book by M E Thomas. Gosh, it's not because
turning off her emotions was the only way to survive their abuse but because the author
herself is usually a. Rather, they emerge as shadowy paper dolls, out-of-concentrate photos
slice out from a dated magazine. As a result, Confessions of a Sociopath does not impress
and, worse, begins to bore the reader badly.This book would have been better delivered as an
in-depth feature article. I guess the perfect product from a sociopath Inconsistent, amateurish,
contradictory stories, self serving. I guess the perfect product from a sociopath. The author
properly describes sociopathy in a clear concise way. I was amazed that I held reading but
gained a whole lot from reading and also was given info on other avenues of information' So
stupid The most boring read ever. Strange book This was a strange book but read well and
incredibly informative. In all honesty, I expected something different but simultaneously, I am
aware that nothing too extraordinary could have been anticipated from a high-functioning
sociopath. But, as I've just said, she is not one herself but simply the abused offspring of
sociopaths. This is very sad. Poor Ms.Yet this author is actually entirely unaware of how she
has herself mentally bought the age-old and tired kid abuse story. Instead, poor Ms. Writer M.
Sadly, tragically, she has swallowed their lie, hook, line and sinker, that their misuse wasn't
their fault but HERS because she was a poor kid.sociopaths lie. She describes in the
publication a few violent episodes and painful dysfunction, such as for example her father
defeating her and how he left punching marks on the doors and wall space of the house, yet
says stage blank that she was under no circumstances abused. Nothing at all will wake the
writer up to the reality.”Indeed, this tale insulates her from needing to face the harsher reality
that is more likely and far less rare than becoming born a sociopath: that her family’s abuse,
violence, and dysfunction directly caused her to develop narcissistic traits in order to first
cope with the abuse, and to avoid dealing with the unpleasant aftermath. 'I was a bad woman
because I deprived mommy of applause. Though she describes her misuse at their hands in
gruesome, gut churning details, she stubbornly insists her parents are 'loving'. So how do two
'loving' parents turn their daughter into a non-sense inhuman person? The author and her
friends and family are never completely drawn as three-dimensional...drum roll, please.
However, I'd not recommend this to anyone searching for an eventful, plot-based, thrilling



read because it can get a little bit repetitive. Thomas would only once place the blame on her
behalf parents where it belongs, she would finally begin to heal.sociopath.. Wheee!"It's so
damned frustrating. Only if Ms.. The few true sociopaths I have acquired the misfortune to
learn have already been such convincing liars that appear to in fact believe their own
falsehoods. 'My parents are loving and I'm a bad person. Her father was violent and abusive to
her and his other children, and her mother was a self-absorbed, dysfunctional enabler, and
both of them sometimes provided adequately for their children and sometimes did not. Like
the author I too was horribly abused by my parents (as classic a set of sociopaths you'll ever
match); but by the grace of God I realized they were evil rather than me, that their abuse was
their fault rather than mine. That revelation was the key reason why I broke free; it wasn't easy
and had taken years of therapy but I finally rid myself of the sociopath tendencies my parents
got instilled in me and instead became a warm, loving human; I healed. But what's even
sadder is certainly that the author won't admit this fact about her parents; But after slogging
through this anonymous “memoir”, I feel compelled to state the obvious. The writer prides
herself on her behalf self-proclaimed talents for manipulating others, but this writer is
certainly most adept and qualified at self-manipulation. And perhaps there are female bike
couriers, but I’ve never seen one.We pray for her. indeed, I fully believe that she completely
believes her own tale – a tale built throughout her lifestyle and strengthened, 1st to protect her
picture of her parents in her kid’s mind, and then to avoid coping with her painful previous in
her adult mind. Moreover, her high self-confidence is quite apparent and comes across
through her writing as she describes how captivating, rational, and smart she is. Yes remove
your masks so we can brand your foreheads as cruel perverts and protect ourselves and our
family members and--as it happens--a significant percentage of the American electorate from
your seductive and oh so charming schemes.. Why not? A Good Reference On The Subject
Sociopathy interests me personally for several reasons I won’t discuss here.Despite an
excellent beginning, Thomas's memoir quickly descends into an airless and abstract debate of
the author's lifestyle that proves oddly revealing of a sociopath's flat affect. I confess that
while thinking about this review the “Liar’s Paradox” crossed my mind; If sociopaths are such
liars, how do i be certain what this confessed sociopath says about sociopathy holds true. But
she sites numerous studies, which adds worth to the reserve. I’m pleased I read it. Confessions
of a Sociopath A fascinating memoir of a high-working sociopath that puts a face in a
diagnosis the just mention of which still terrifies visitors to no end. Thomas to turn off her own
emotions, thus assuming the appearance of a sociopath.it just makes sense. After that, you’ll
never even know that a high-functioning sociopath’s brain is wired a little bit differently. I'll
probably read it again. But it continues to be fascinating nevertheless if you’re interested in
the subject, for whatever reason. This is not a verified purchase because I read a library copy.. I
came across this book exciting. She actually is blunt and matter-of-reality, and she doesn't
euphemize anything, which demonstrates her insufficient empathy. Listened on audiobook to
get research and discovered the book annoying and dishonest above hypocrisy. Inciteful
Everyone should browse this book!. I would recommend this book to anyone who is drawn to
the psychological areas of sociopathy and who wants an inside perspective upon this
disorder. Tragic Lie of an Abused Kid! Therefore, if you’re expecting some thrilling accounts of
a serial killer, this is simply not it.She instead is the girl of sociopaths whose refusal to feel
individual emotion more than their cruelty with their kid has caused Ms. This author is NOT a
sociopath.But this writer does not – and will not – realize some of this. Well, guess what? Not an
amazing article writer, that's for sure. If she really is a sociopath, how do her story be believed?



Interesting perspective upon antisocial personality disorder. Thomas won't heal, though. They
need to do this to enable bonding with their abusers at their young age, and for that reason of
needing to relationship with their abusers, they develop a certain group of skills – particularly,
they develop a lack of empathy, an inability for connecting with others, and manipulation,
having to successfully shut down elements of their humanity to tolerate the abuse and to
form trauma bonds with their attackers despite it.. I enjoyed this book because it provides a
fascinating check out the mind of a diagnosed sociopath. "It's MY fault I don't feel and I'll
compose a book telling depends upon what a horrible person I am!. High-functioning
sociopaths merely live a normal life and know much better than breaking the law even though
they don’t knowledge such emotions as shame, guilt, and remorse... Ms. But healing won't
happen because the author won't prevent lying. Just one example of the facts that seemed
highly unlikely to me: the story of being a bike courier and “her” aggressive interactions with
automobiles. It is thought-provoking in lots of ways. Love is blind so that you can hide in plain
sight and you ought to take full advantage of that!daring a driver to perform her down. Instead,
she just continues lying and lying - 'they had been loving and I am a sociopath'. This author
may really be considered a sociopath, but I couldn’t help but feeling that the horrible
childhood she recounts was not at all believable. The more I read, the more I had the feeling
that this is another of these works that are published as nonfiction, but is in fact the product of
a vivid imagination (remembering Jame Frey’s “Million little parts”). The actual fact that the
author chooses to stay anonymous bolsters this theory.
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